Achieving day-case laparoscopic nissen fundoplication: an analysis of patient and operative factors.
Day-case laparoscopic Nissen fundoplication has been described; however, its achievability and limitations in the setting of a busy Foundation Trust hospital are unclear. A retrospective cohort study of all cases undergoing laparoscopic Nissen fundoplication between January 1, 2009 and December 31, 2010 at three hospitals in the largest and the least densely populated Trust in the United Kingdom was undertaken. Primary end points of planned and achieved day-case surgery were compared with logistic regression analysis. Secondary end points were unplanned re-admission and complications. During the study period 126 consecutive patients underwent laparoscopic Nissen fundoplication. There were 64 female patients and 62 male patients. Primary surgery was undertaken in 115 patients and revisional surgery in 11. The age range was 21-73 years. Patients had traveled up to 52.3 miles or 80.2 minutes for their surgery. The median length of stay was 0 days in the planned day-case cohort and 1 day in the inpatient cohort. Day-case surgery was planned in 85 (68.55%). Successful day-case discharge was achieved in 71 cases (83.5%). There was no difference in age, geographical remoteness, surgeon volume, or length of surgery between planned and achieved day-case surgery. Patients were more likely to need unplanned admission if their American Society of Anesthesiologists grade was 2, when undergoing revisional surgery, and if the operation was completed after 1300 hours (1 p.m.). After multivariate regression analysis only operation completion time remained significant (P≤.05). The rate of unplanned re-admission related to surgery was 3/126 (2.38%). Day-case laparoscopic Nissen fundoplication can be achieved in the majority of patients. Unplanned admission is to be expected in approximately 15% of planned cases and cannot be predicted.